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Ft.om: The International Secretariat,
To: National Sections and principal Groups.

"EUSTOMY".

The journal of the International Secretariat, of which
the first issue was published in January, will appear quarterly,
— April, July, October and January. Ten copies of the first
issue were posted to each National Section and principal Group.
Further copies can be supplied at the rate of 3/— per dozen
post free. A copy of the journal is posted to all members of
the movement living in countries where there is as yet no
National Section. Members living in countries where there are
Sections or Groups should receive their copies through the
Section or Group. Where the English text of the journal can be
read with ease, it.is suggested that Sections (or groups) should
ask the International Secretariat for a sufficient supply to
enable one copy to be given to each paying member. Where English
is not suitable, it is hoped that the Section will make and
publish its own translation of all or part of "Eustomy".

INTERNATIONAL YOUTH WEEK.

This will be held at Agape, a small village high up in
the Italian Alps to the west of Turin, (near the Mont Cenis
pass), where there is.a well—known international work—camp. The
dates of our YOUTH REEK are 8th to 14th September. Copies of
the notice about the YOUTH WEEK are enclosed with this bulletin.
Please try to arrange for these to be displayed in universities
and youth centres (fUrther copies can be supplied). The dharges
are very moderate, as will be seen from your notice. Even so,
it is hoped that each Section will consider the possibility of
defraying a part of either these camp charges or of travelling
expenses in otder to give worth—while young people a chance — and
to insure genuine international representation.

. ANAAL INTERNATIONAL MEETING.

Please make a note of the date and place: ALLINGTON CASTLE,
near MAIDSTONE, GREAT BRITAIN (35 miles south—east of London on
the way to Dover). SATURDAY and SUNDAY 26/27 SEPTEMBER. Each
National Section is entitled to two representatives; it would be
greatly welcomed if Sections and Groups could circulate the date
of the International Meeting so as to insure that members who wish
to come to the Meeting as "observers" have the chance to plan their
journey well ahead.

The agenda and details about the International Meeting
will be circulated in May.
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NEXT MEETING OF THE INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE:

The third meeting of the International Executive will
be held in  ANTivERP on Saturday and Sunday, 17th and 18th
April.

Any National Section is entitled to send an "observer".
If it is wished to take advantage of this right, please
communicate with the International Secretariat, which
willthen send full details of the time, place and agenda of
the meeting.

Any National Section which wishes to place an item on
the agenda for discussion at this meeting, should communicate
the text of this item to the International Secretariat by
15th March. Emergency resolutions can be submitted up to
15th April.


